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Contrary to earlier views of preindustrial Europe as an
essentially sedentary society, research over the past
decades has amply demonstrated that migration was a
pervasive characteristic of early modern Europe. In this
volume, the theme of urban migration is explored
through a series of historical contexts, journeying from
sixteenth-century Antwerp, Ulm, Lille and Valenciennes,
through seventeenth-century Berlin, Milan and Rome, to
eighteenth-century Strasbourg, Trieste, Paris and
London. Each chapter demonstrates how the presence
of diverse and often temporary groups of migrants was a
core feature of everyday urban life, which left important
marks on the demographic, economic, social, political,
and cultural characteristics of individual cities. The
collection focuses on the interventions by urban
authorities and institutions in a wide-ranging set of
domains, as they sought to stimulate, channel and
control the newcomers' movements and activities within
the cities and across the cities' borders. While striving for
a broad geographical and chronological coverage in a
comparative perspective, the volume aims to enhance
our insight into the different factors that shaped urban
migration policies in different European settings west of
the Elbe. By laying bare the complex interactions of
actors, interests, conflicts, and negotiations involved in
the regulation of migration, the case studies shed light on
the interrelations between burghership, guilds, relief
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arrangements, and police in the incorporation of
newcomers and in shaping the shifting boundaries
between wanted and unwanted migrants. By relating to a
common analytical framework, presented in the
introductory chapter, they engage in a comparative
discussion that allows for the formulation of general
insights and the identification of long term
transformations that transcend the time and place
specificities of the case studies in question. The
introduction and final chapters connect insights derived
from the individual case-study chapters to present wide
ranging conclusions that resonate with both historical
and present-day debates on migration.
Through the story of a portrait of a woman in a silk dress,
historian Zara Anishanslin embarks on a fascinating
journey, exploring and refining debates about the cultural
history of the eighteenth-century British Atlantic world.
While most scholarship on commodities focuses either
on labor and production or on consumption and use,
Anishanslin unifies both, examining the worlds of four
identifiable people who produced, wore, and represented
this object: a London weaver, one of early modern
Britain’s few women silk designers, a Philadelphia
merchant’s wife, and a New England painter. Blending
macro and micro history with nuanced gender analysis,
Anishanslin shows how making, buying, and using goods
in the British Atlantic created an object-based community
that tied its inhabitants together, while also allowing for
different views of the Empire. Investigating a range of
subjects including self-fashioning, identity, natural
history, politics, and trade, Anishanslin makes major
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contributions both to the study of material culture and to
our ongoing conversation about how to write history.
The concept of the 'fiscal-military state', popularised by
John Brewer in 1989, has become familiar, even
commonplace, to many historians of eighteenth-century
England. Yet even at the time of its publication the book
caused controversy, and the essays in this volume
demonstrate how recent work on fiscal structures,
military and naval contractors, on parallel developments
in Scotland and Ireland, and on the wider political
context, has challenged the fundamentals of this model
in increasingly sophisticated and nuanced ways.
Beginning with a historiographical introduction that
places The Sinews of Power and subsequent work on
the fiscal-military state within its wider contexts, and a
commentary by John Brewer that responds to the
questions raised by this work, the chapters in this volume
explore topics as varied as finance and revenue, the
interaction of the state with society, the relations
between the military and its contractors, and even the
utility of the concept of the fiscal-military state. It
concludes with an afterword by Professor Stephen
Conway, situating the essays in comparative contexts,
and highlighting potential avenues for future research.
Taken as a whole, this volume offers challenging and
imaginative new perspectives on the fiscal-military
structures that underpinned the development of modern
European states from the eighteenth century onwards.
A collection of original essays on citizenship and identity.
The Worshipful Company of Weavers, the oldest of all
the London Livery Companies, can trace its origins to a
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twelfth-century craft guild. Largely based upon original
records never before studied in depth, this authorized
history of the company covers the period from the end of
the reign of Elizabeth I to modern times. Alfred Plummer
presents a portrait of the London Hand-loom weavers in
their historical setting, living strenuous lives in an
industry which was once essential but has now
disappeared. He describes many fascinating aspects of
the Company's 'eventful history', from the numbers of
apprentices, to their parents and places of origin, the
attitude towards the admission of women and the
enlistment by the Weaver's Company of the powerful
pen of Daniel Defoe. In addition, the work examines the
impact of such catastrophes as the Great Plague and the
Fire of London. The author deals with the dogged
struggle for survival of the famous Spitalfields silk
weavers, and explores the part played by the Weavers
and their associated London Livery companies in the
'plantation of Ulster' under James I nearly four centuries
ago. This book was first published in 1972.
Annotation A study of the political activities, attitudes and
motives of ordinary London people in an era of public
confusion and anxiety. The author analyzes both the
tumulus in the streets of Charles II's capital and the war
of words between loyal and factious Londoners that filled
the air.
The Great Fire of London was the greatest catastrophe
of its kind in Western Europe. Although detailed fire
precautions and firefighting arrangements were in place,
the fire raged for four days and destroyed 13,200
houses, 87 churches, and 44 of the City of London's
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great livery halls. The great fire of 1666 closely followed
by the great plague of 1665; as the antiquary Anthony
Wood wrote left London "much impoverished,
discontented, afflicted, cast downe." In this
comprehensive account, Stephen Porter examines the
background to 1666, events leading up to and during the
fire, the proposals to rebuild the city, and the progress of
the five-year programme which followed. He places the
fire firmly in context, revealing not only its destructive
impact on London but also its implications for town
planning, building styles, and fire precautions both in the
capital and provincial towns.

Analyses the effects of the industrial revolution on
London's working population.
Labor and Laborers of the Loom: Mechanization and
Handloom Weavers 1780-1840 develops several
themes important to understanding the social,
cultural and economic implications of
industrialization. The examination of these issues
within a population of extra-factory workers
distinguishes this study. The volume centers on the
rapid growth of handloom weaving in response to the
introduction of water powered spinning. This change
is viewed from the perspectives of mechanics,
technological limitations, characteristics of weaving,
skills, income and cost. In the works of Duncan
Bythell and Norman Murray the displacement of
British and Scottish hand weavers loomed large and
the silence of American handloom weavers in similar
circumstances was deafening.
This study reflects the
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differences between the three culture by centering
not on displacement but on survival. Persistence is
closely tied to the gradual nature of technological
change. The contrasts between independent
commercial artisans and outwork weavers are
striking. Displacement occurs but only among
artisans devoting their time to independent workshop
weaving. Alternatively outwork weavers adapted to
changing markets and survived. The design and
development of spinning and weaving device is
stressed, as are the roles of economic conditions,
management organization, size of firms, political
implications and social factors contribute to the
impact of technological change on outwork and craft
weavers.
London in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was a surprisingly diverse place, home not just to
people from throughout the British Isles but to a
significant population of French and Dutch
immigrants, to travelers and refugees from beyond
Europe's borderlands and, from the 1650s, to a
growing Jewish community. Yet although we know
much about the population of the capital of early
modern England, we know little about how
Londoners conceived of the many peoples of their
own city. Diversity and Difference in Early Modern
London seeks to rectify this, addressing the question
of how the inhabitants of the metropolis ordered the
heterogeneity around them. Rather than relying upon
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literary or theatrical representations, this study
emphasizes day-to-day practice, drawing upon
petitions, government records, guild minute books
and taxation disputes along with plays and printed
texts. It shows how the people of London defined
belonging and exclusion in the course of their daily
actions, through such prosaic activities as the
making and selling of goods, the collection of taxes
and the daily give and take of guild politics. This
book demonstrates that encounters with
heterogeneity predate either imperial expansion or
post-colonial immigration. In doing so it offers a
perspective of interest both to scholars of the early
modern English metropolis and to historians of race,
migration, imperialism and the wider Atlantic world.
An empirical examination of civic economics,
taxation and occupational politics that asks broader
questions about multiculturalism and Englishness,
this study speaks not just to the history of
immigration in London itself, but to the wider debate
about evolving notions of national identity in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
For a long time guilds have been condemned as a
major obstacle to economic progress in the preindustrial era. This re-examination of the role of
guilds in the early modern European economy
challenges that view by taking into account fresh
research on innovation, technological change and
entrepreneurship. Leading economic historians
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argue that industry before the Industrial Revolution
was much more innovative than previous studies
have allowed for and explore the different products
and production techniques that were launched and
developed in this period. Much of this innovation was
fostered by the craft guilds that formed the backbone
of industrial production before the rise of the steam
engine. The book traces the manifold ways in which
guilds in a variety of industries in Italy, Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Britain helped to create an
institutional environment conducive to technological
and marketing innovations.
All Men and Both Sexes explores the use of such
universal terms as &"people,&" &"man,&" or
&"human&" in early modern England, from the civil
war through the Enlightenment. Such language
falsely implies inclusion of both men and women
when actually it excludes women. Recent
scholarship has focused on the Rights of Man
doctrine from the Enlightenment and the French
Revolution as explanation for women&’s exclusion
from citizenship. According to Hilda Smith we need
to go back further, to the English Revolution and the
more grounded (but equally restricted) values tied to
the &"free born Englishman.&" Citing educational
treatises, advice literature to young people, guild
records, popular periodicals, and parliamentary
debates, she demonstrates how the &"male
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maturation process&" came to define the qualities
attached to citizenship and responsible adulthood,
which in turn became the basis for modern
individualism and liberalism. By the eighteenth
century a new discourse of sensibility was describing
women as dependent beings outside the state, in a
separate sphere and in need of protection. This
excluded women from reform debates, forcing them
to seek not an extension of a democratic franchise
but a specific women&’s suffrage focused on gender
difference.
Artisans played a central role in the European town
as it developed from the Middles Ages onwards.
Their workshops were at the heart of productive
activity, their guilds were often central to the political
and legal order of towns, and their culture helped
shape civic ritual and the urban order. These essays,
which have all been specially written for this
collection, explore the relationships between artisans
and their towns across Europe between the
beginning of the early-modern period and the end of
the 19th century. They pay special attention to the
processes of economic, juridicial and political
change that have made the 18th and early 19th
centuries a period of such significance. Written by
leading historians of European artisans, the essays
question the myths about artisans that have long
pervaded research in the field. The leading myth was
that shared by the artisans themselves - the myth of
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decline and the belief in each generation that
artisans in the past had inhabited a better age.
These essays open up for debate the nature of
artisanship, the way economic change affected craft
production, the political role of artisans, the cultural
identification of the artisans with work and
masculinity, and the way changing urban society and
changing urban structure posed threats to which the
artisans had to respond.
A portrait of London violence in the eighteenth
century describes the economic, political, and
religious conflicts that resulted in pervasive levels of
crime and conflict, citing the role of everyday citizens
in keeping the peace and meting out mob justice.
Stratford made the man, but London made the
phenomenon that is Shakespeare. This volume takes an
historical approach to Shakespeare's connections with
London. It explores Stratford's various links with the
capital, significant locations for Shakespeare's work,
people with whom he associated, his resistance to
pressure from the City authorities, and the cultural
diversity of early modern London. Among many aspects
of his life in the City and its environs, it covers the
playhouses in Shoreditch, his associations with
Bishopsgate, his brother Edmund's residence on
Bankside, and elements of London life that went into the
making of Falstaff. Being 'forest born', he was always an
outsider and could never have been, or felt, accepted as
a citizen. We find him repeatedly a sojourner in the City,
on the move. His home and family lay in Stratford.
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Despite his success in the capital, we might almost
imagine him to have been a reluctant Londoner.
Shakespeare and London draws on a range of
documentary sources including City parish registers,
county sessions records and the archives of London's
Bridewell Hospital. It sets out details about those who
inhabited Shakespeare's milieu, or played some part in
shaping his writing and acting career. This volume is
Ideal reading for undergraduates, graduates, and
specialists of Shakespeare studies.
This is a much-revised version of Professor Cottret's
acclaimed study of the Huguenot communities in
England, first published in French by Aubier in 1985. The
Huguenots in England presents a detailed, sympathetic
assessment of one of the great migrations of early
modern Europe, examining the social origins, aspirations
and eventual destiny of the refugees, and their
responses to their new-found home, a Protestant terre
d'exil. Bernard Cottret shows how for the poor weavers,
carders and craftsmen who constituted the majority of
the exiles the experience of religious persecution was at
once personal calamity, disruptive of home and family,
and heaven-sent economic opportunity, which many
were quick to exploit. The individual testimonies
contained in consistory registers contain a wealth of
personal narrative, reflection and reaction, enabling
Professor Cottret to build a fully rounded picture of the
Huguenot experience in early modern England. In an
extended afterword Professor Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie
considers the Huguenot phenomenon in the wider
context of the contrasting British and French attitudes to
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religious minorities in the early modern period.
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
What does material culture tell us about gendered
identities and how does gender reveal the meaning of
spaces and things? This edited collection looks at the
adornment of the body, dress and material cultures of
the home and public spaces to demonstrate how people
in Britain have presented themselves as gendered
beings from 1600 through to today.
Linking four continents over three centuries, Selling
Empire demonstrates the centrality of India--both as an
idea and a place--to the making of a global British
imperial system. In the seventeenth century, Britain was
economically, politically, and militarily weaker than India,
but Britons increasingly made use of India's strengths to
build their own empire in both America and Asia. Early
English colonial promoters first envisioned America as a
potential India, hoping that the nascent Atlantic colonies
could produce Asian raw materials. When this vision
failed to materialize, Britain's circulation of Indian
manufactured goods--from umbrellas to cottons--to
Africa, Europe, and America then established an empire
of goods and the supposed good of empire. Eacott
recasts the British empire's chronology and geography
by situating the development of consumer culture, the
American Revolution, and British industrialization in the
commercial intersections linking the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. From the seventeenth into the nineteenth
century and beyond, the evolving networks, ideas, and
fashions that bound India, Britain, and America shaped
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persisting global structures of economic and cultural
interdependence.
In this book, Professor Rogers looks at the role and
character of crowds in Georgian politics, and examines
why the topsy-turvy interventions of the Jacobite era
gave way to the more disciplined parades of Hanoverian
England. In doing so, he shows that crowds were not
merely dissonant voices on the margins but an integral
part of eighteenth century politics.
The first comprehensive history of seventeenth-century
London, told through the lives of those who experienced
itThe Gunpowder Plot, the Civil Wars, Charles I’s
execution, the Plague, the Great Fire, the Restoration,
and then the Glorious Revolution: the seventeenth
century was one of the most momentous times in the
history of Britain, and Londoners took center stage.In this
fascinating account, Margarette Lincoln charts the impact
of national events on an ever-growing citizenry with its
love of pageantry, spectacle, and enterprise. Lincoln
looks at how religious, political, and financial tensions
were fomented by commercial ambition, expansion, and
hardship. In addition to events at court and parliament,
she evokes the remarkable figures of the period,
including Shakespeare, Bacon, Pepys, and Newton, and
draws on diaries, letters, and wills to trace the untold
stories of ordinary Londoners. Through their eyes, we
see how the nation emerged from a turbulent century
poised to become a great maritime power with London at
its heart—the greatest city of its time.
Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England is an
international volume published every year in hardcover,
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containing essays and studies as well as book reviews of
the many significant books and essays dealing with the
cultural history of medieval and early modern England as
expressed by and realized in its drama exclusive of
Shakespeare.
This groundbreaking study examines how the East India
Company founded an empire in India at the same time it
started losing ground in business. For over 200 years,
the Company’s vast business network had spanned
Persia, India, China, Indonesia and North America. But
in the late 1700s, its career took a dramatic turn, and it
ended up being an empire builder. In this fascinating
account, Tirthankar Roy reveals how the Company’s
trade with India changed it—and how the Company
changed Indian business. Fitting together many pieces of
a vast jigsaw puzzle, the book explores how politics
meshed so closely with the conduct of business then,
and what that tells us about doing business now. ‘One
of the first major attempts to tell the company’s story
from an Indian business perspective’—Financial Express
Levels of employment, wage rates, welfare relief, sexual
divisions of labor, apprenticeship patterns and seasonal
economic fluctuations are included in this reassessment
of the standard of living of rural labor during this period of
England's industrialization.
From Jewish clothing merchants to Bangladeshi curry
houses, ancient docks to the 2012 Olympics, the area
east of the City has always played a crucial role in
London's history. The East End, as it has been known,
was the home to Shakespeare's first theater and to the
early stirrings of a mass labor movement; it has also
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traditionally been seen as a place of darkness and
despair, where Jack the Ripper committed his gruesome
murders, and cholera and poverty stalked the Victorian
streets.In this beautifully illustrated history of this iconic
district, John Marriott draws on twenty-five years of
research into the subject to present an authoritative and
endlessly fascinating account. With the aid of copious
maps, archive prints and photographs, and the words of
East Londoners from seventeenth-century silk weavers
to Cockneys during the Blitz, he explores the relationship
between the East End and the rest of London, and
challenges many of the myths that surround the area.
A comprehensive study of the business community in a
pre-industrial economy.
Peter Linebaugh's groundbreaking history has become
an inescapable part of any understanding of the rise of
capitalism. In eighteenth-century London the spectacle of
a hanging served the purpose of forcing the poor
population of London to accept the criminalization of
customary rights and new forms of private property. In
this new edition Peter Linebaugh reinforces his original
arguments with detailed responses to his critics based
on an impressive array of historical sources.
Between the twelfth and seventeenth centuries, gilds
were the basis of industrial and commercial organization
in England. Surprisingly, however, the disappearance of
gilds has been neglected by historians. In The Most
Necessary Luxuries, Ronald Berger uses the Mercers'
Company of Coventry to follow the eclipse of an entire
trading community in one of England's premier medieval
cities and manufacturing centers. Berger charts the
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difficulties faced by mercers and grocers in a growing
capitalist economy and discusses their unsuccessful
efforts to maintain their prosperity. The book helps to
explain both the development of a new urban system
and the rise of shops in Midland England. It shows how
shops replaced markets and fairs and uses the
economics of the fashion trades to explain why provincial
shops could not overcome the competition put forward
by the metropolis. The Most Necessary Luxuries unites
the fields of social, urban, and economic history to
explain the decline of a medieval city, the evolution of the
English urban middle class, and the transformation from
an amalgam of wealthy wholesalers and distributors of
luxury goods to an association of mere shopkeepers. It
demonstrates that the rise of commercial capitalism
between 1550 and 1700 in England undermined the
medieval economy that was based on protected markets,
restrictive trading practices, and entrenched oligarchies
that dominated towns.

First published in 1986. The free market is often
associated with liberty and individualism, and this
connection has been made for more centuries than
is generally realised. This essays collected in this
book trace the development, importance and
influence of the market as a dominating component
of the shared human life from classical antiquity to
the present. The authors, from various backgrounds,
keep constantly in view the moral and political
questions raised by the role of markets, as well as
laying out succinctly what can be known or deduced
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about the actual operation of the market in Western
and other cultures. This book will be of interest to
students of economics and history.
This book, the first full-length study of metropolitan
Chartism, provides extensive new material for the
1840s and establishes the regional and national
importance of the London movement throughout this
decade. After an opening section which considers
the economic and social structure of early-Victorian
London, and provides an occupational breakdown of
Chartists, Dr Goodway turns to the three main
components of the metropolitan movement: its
organized form; the crowd; and the trades. The
development of London Chartism is correlated to
economic fluctuations, and, after the nationally
significant failure of London to respond in 1838-9,
1842 is seen as a peak in terms of conventional
organization, and 1848 as the high point of
turbulence and revolutionary potential. The section
concludes with an exposition of the insurrectionary
plans of 1848.
First published in 1983, Mourning Dress chronicles
the development of European and American
mourning dress and etiquette from the middle ages
to the present day, highlighting similarities and
differences in practices between the different social
strata. The result is a book which is not only of major
importance to students of the history of dress but
also to anyone who enjoys social history.
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When the English Civil War broke out, London’s
economy was diverse and dynamic, closely
connected through commercial networks with the
rest of England and with Europe, Asia and North
America. As such it was uniquely vulnerable to
hostile acts by supporters of the king, both those at
large in the country and those within the capital. Yet
despite numerous difficulties, the capital remained
the economic powerhouse of the nation and was
arguably the single most important element in
Parliament’s eventual victory. For London’s wealth
enabled Parliament to take up arms in 1642 and
sustained it through the difficult first year and a half
of the war, without which Parliament’s ultimate
victory would not have been possible. In this book
the various sectors of London’s economy are
examined and compared, as the war progressed. It
also looks closely at the impact of war on the major
pillars of the London economy, namely London’s
role in external and internal trade, and manufacturing
in London. The impact of the increasing burden of
taxation on the capital is another key area that is
studied and which yields surprising conclusions. The
Civil War caused a major economic crisis in the
capital, not only because of the interrelationship
between its economy and that of the rest of England,
but also because of its function as the hub of the
social and economic networks of the kingdom and of
the rest of the world. The crisis was managed,
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however, and one of the strengths of this study is its
revelation of the means by which the city’s
government sought to understand and ameliorate
the unique economic circumstances which afflicted
it.
This study examines the darker side of England's
culture of economic improvement between 1640 and
1720. It is often suggested that England in this
period grew strikingly confident of its prospect for
unlimited growth. Indeed, merchants, inventors, and
others promised to achieve immense profit and
abundance. Such flowery promises were then, as
now, prone to perversion, however. This volume is
concerned with the taming of incipient capitalism —
how a society in the past responded when promises
of wealth creation went badly wrong. It reveals a
history of numerous visible hands taming incipient
capitalism, a story that Adam Smith and his admirers
have long set aside. The notion of 'projecting' played
a key role in this process. Thriving theatre, literature,
and popular culture in the age of Ben Jonson began
elaborating on predominantly negative images of
entrepreneurs or 'projectors' as people who pursued
Crown's and their own profits at the public's
expense. This study examines how the ensuing
public distrust came to shape the negotiation in the
subsequent decades over the nature of embryonic
capitalism. The result is a set of fascinating
discoveries. By scrutinising greedy 'projectors', the
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incipient public sphere helped reorient the practices
and priorities of entrepreneurs and statesmen away
from the most damaging of rent-seeking behaviours.
Far from being a recent response to mainstream
capitalism, ideas about socially responsible business
have long shaped the pursuit of wealth, power, and
profit. Taming Capitalism before its Triumph unravels
the rich history of broken promises of public service
and ensuing public suspicion — a story that throws
fresh light on England's 'transition to capitalism',
especially the emergence of consumer society and
the financial revolution towards the end of the
seventeenth century.
The Tudor and Stuart Town brings together many of
the most important articles in the field of urban
history.
De gevolgen van de val van Antwerpen in 1585 voor
Vlaanderen en Brabant en vooral voor de Republiek,
die in belangrijke mate profiteerde van de komst van
tienduizenden vaak rijke of hoog opgeleide
vluchtelingen (Gouden Eeuw).
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